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Scientific Reasoning in Model Construction and Model Application

Since modeling generates understanding of complexity, it is important for reasoning on biological phenomena. Modeling is conceptualized as the iterative process of model construction and application. Model construction is the retrodictive part of modeling where preliminary plausible explanations for a phenomenon are generated and selected. These explanations are understood as models. Model application is the predictive part of modeling where empirical evidence on the models’ explanatory power is generated by deriving hypotheses and testing them with scientific inquiry methods.

Model construction connects to abductive reasoning which is described as the generation of and selection between causal explanations for a phenomenon by referring to creativity and prior knowledge. Creative abduction refers to phenomena where explanations for the phenomenon are not known to the modeler. Thus, in creative abduction, modelers need to generate novel explanations. This means that modelers transfer their knowledge from other phenomena to construct a plausible explanation, e.g., by creating analogies. In selective abduction, modelers refer to knowledge-based approaches that might plausibly explain the phenomenon, but they need to apply their knowledge to select the most plausible ones.

Our work aims at examining the relevance and kind of knowledge for creative and selective abduction in biological model construction. This will help to further explore how biological content knowledge affects model construction and the transition from model construction to model application for biological phenomena which is a basis to generate inferences on how to foster learners’ engagement in modeling biological phenomena.